Abstract. We describe goDIAMOND as a submission to ICCMA 2017. goDIAMOND builds upon, re-implements and extends previous versions of the DIAMOND system. It has a special focus on dedicated AF technology and straightforward integration of improved solving back-ends.

1 Introduction

DIAMOND (standing for DIAlectical MOdels eNcoDing) loosely refers to a family of solvers for abstract dialectical frameworks (ADFs) [4]. All its members are based on answer set programming (ASP) [11]. More specifically, each member consists of several ASP encodings along with some (typically codified) information on what encodings have to be combined to obtain a specific desired solving/reasoning behaviour. So essentially DIAMOND reduces ADF problems to ASP problems and solves them using an ASP solver (usually clingo [10]). In this paper we describe the latest addition to the family, goDIAMOND, in its role as submission to the second installment of the International Competition on Computational Models of Argumentation (ICCMA 2017).

An earlier version of DIAMOND [8], version 2.0.2 written in Python, participated in the previous (first) installment of ICCMA [12]. Its performance was rather low. Along with a lack of dedication to software development and testing due to numerous other commitments, we identified the communication between DIAMOND and clingo via Python’s os.pipes as one source of error. This motivated a re-implementation of DIAMOND in C++ [9], leading to versions 3.0.x. That family member, colloquially called CDIAMOND, aimed to mostly avoid such communication by making use of the clingo C++ library with its facilities for creating and invoking solver objects and communicating with them. A student of ours did an experimental comparison between the versions [2] using the probo software [5] and the ICCMA 2015 problem instances. The new system (3.0.1) had fewer wrong answers, but was actually slower than the previous one (version 2.0.2, submitted to ICCMA 2015). We have not yet analysed the reasons for that, but suspect a difference in configuration defaults between stand-alone command-line clingo and the library used for CDIAMOND.
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The goDIAMOND system is (yet) another re-implementation of DIAMOND, using the programming language go.\footnote{http://golang.org} In addition to re-implementing the “program logic” of how to combine encodings, we also improved some of the encodings and the general workflow, and added special functionality for dealing with abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) [6]. The goDIAMOND software is available at Sourceforge:

https://sourceforge.net/p/diamond-adf/code/ci/go/tree/go/

2 Architecture

In principle, goDIAMOND is called on the command-line with arguments indicating the reasoning mode, semantics, input format, and instance file. goDIAMOND uses this information in a straightforward way to select a number of ASP encodings to pass to the solving back-end, in this case clingo 5.0.0. There is roughly one encoding per input format and semantics, and the instance file is passed on as-is. Possible input formats are ADFs in functional syntax, ADFs in formula syntax, bipolar ADFs in formula syntax, and AFs in ASPARTIX syntax. In terms of reasoning modes, goDIAMOND offers all those that are relevant for ICCMA (one interpretation, all interpretations, credulous acceptance, sceptical acceptance). It (currently) supports conflict-free, naive, stage, admissible, complete, preferred, semi-stable, stable, and grounded semantics for all input formats, and ideal semantics for the AF input format.

As one major novelty, goDIAMOND no longer computes preferred semantics using two sequential solver calls (one for computing complete interpretations and one for selecting the maximal ones), but instead uses a disjunctive encoding where the solver takes care of both tasks in one solver call. Likewise, we added disjunctive encodings for naive, stage, and semi-stable semantics. Finally, we re-implemented the encoding associated to AF input as a positive logic program in order to avoid unnecessary guessing.

3 Dedicated AF Algorithms

goDIAMOND contains several implementations of native AF reasoning algorithms:

**Grounded:** To compute the grounded semantics of an AF, goDIAMOND stores incoming and outgoing edges of each node, and then iteratively looks for nodes without incoming edges, marking them as accepted, marking their successors as rejected, and removing those rejected nodes from all incoming lists, until a fixpoint obtains.

**Ideal:** goDIAMOND implements the oracle call-based algorithm for computing ideal semantics given by Dunne [7, Theorem 7]. The oracle calls are performed by invoking clingo and parsing its answer.

**Dung’s Triathlon:** For this special ICCMA 2017 task, goDIAMOND computes the grounded semantics via its “native” algorithm and then stable semantics via a call to clingo. Preferred semantics is computed via another solver call; to reduce redundancy, additional constraints are added to the ASP encoding for computing the preferred semantics of the instance, effectively leading the solver only to return those preferred interpretations that are not also stable.
4 Conclusion

While this paper concentrated more on AF aspects of goDIAMOND, there have also been improvements in its ADF solving capabilities. In the future, we want to compare its performance with that of YADF [3]. We would also like to extend goDIAMOND for dealing with further input formats [1].
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